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Introduction 
 
Here the pen is not merely mightier than the sword; it is a plague heralding the 
apocalypse for convention, writing a dirge for complacency. Sick is an anthology 
compiled by editor John Edward Lawson. Themes explored are physical, mental, and 
societal in nature. These Sick stories are horrendous, hilarious, and stupefying dissections 
of creative minds on the scalpel’s edge. 
 
 

Things to Think about While Reading 
 

This anthology was intended as a "sampler" when the publishing company first launched, 
as it included many of the authors the company would be built around. Does it have a 
cohesive feel or is it really just a catalog of what's to come? 
 
 

Discussion Questions 
 

Of the various genres present in this anthology which do you feel is the most effective for 
entertainment value and/or conveying the theme of sickness? 
 
How do the quiet psychological horror pieces such "And He Made the Clown Dance" and 
"Shadow" compare with the more brutal "Along Came Auntie Rose Marie" and "On the 
Filthy Floor?"  
 
Do the flash fiction pieces leave a weaker impression on you than their longer 
counterparts, or a stronger impression? 
 
How is sex portrayed in this anthology? Do these portrayals provide deeper insight into 
gender politics, or serve only to reveal the personal biases of the authors? 
 
Is there a reason "Battle Fever" concludes this book? The title is derived from days of 
antiquity when there was no official recognition of or term for Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder. Are the previous stories meant to be a phantasm of some PTSD-type affliction? 
Or did the editor select this as a closer due to some air of finality? 
 

 
Recommended Reading 

 
15 Serial Killers by Harold Jaffe 
The Blood Poetry by Leland Pitts-Gonzalez  
A Child's Guide to Death by Malfi, Lawson, LaValley, and Sullivan 



CPR For Dummies by Mickey Z 
Cursed by Jeremy C. Shipp 
D.D. Murphry, Secret Policeman by Alan Clark and Elizabeth Massie 
Eyes Everywhere by Matthew Warner 
Health Agent by Jeffrey Thomas 
Hysteria by Stephanie Wytovich 
Isabel Burning by Donna Lynch 
My Landlady the Lobotomist by Eckhard Gerdes 
Play Dead by Michael A. Arnzen 
Tempting Disaster edited by John Edward Lawson 


